
  
 

 

Newest technology means bye-bye chalk 
 
By KATY YEISER 
Staff writer 
 

April 24, 2009 
 
Doug Wooton has taught for 23 years and 
always considered himself on the cutting 
edge of technology.  
 
The Sugar Grove Elementary School 
teacher made his students use handheld 
video camcorders when they first came out 
in the 1990s and had them recording on 
audio cassettes as soon as they hit the 
market, too. 
 
Then computer slide presentations came, 
and more and more classrooms had 
computers in them. 
 
Now Wooton is experiencing technology 
nirvana in his fifth-grade classroom. 

 
He teaches in one of Center Grove's 160 multimedia classrooms, which have 
a digital projector, laptop, video and audio player, large LCD screen and 
portable digital chalkboards. 
 
Chalkboards are out; LCD screens are in. 
 
Projectors are of the old age; digital presenters now rule.  
 
"(The students) are quite engaged. The times where maybe I've had a day or two when I can't use it, I miss it. I 
cannot fathom teaching without it at this point. It's so ingrained in what we do," Wooton said. 
 
The Center Grove school district has spent about $745,000 in the past two years converting 160 classrooms into 
havens for the technologically inclined student, technology director Julie Bohnenkamp said. School officials plan 
to spend about $350,800 more to increase the number of multimedia classrooms to 221 in the fall, bringing the 
total invested in the technological devices to more than $1 million, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
North Grove Elementary School also got a $28,800 grant this school year for 90 netbooks, which will be used by 
second-grade students. Netbooks are like laptops but have only basic functions. 
 
The teachers in the multimedia classroom don't have to stand in front of chalkboards or whiteboards to write 
instructions anymore, although some still do use the traditional classroom equipment. 
 
For example, Wooton can take a notebook-sized digital board that lets him write down notes around class and 
have those notes projected onto an LCD screen at the front of the class. 
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221: Number of 
 
multimedia classrooms Center 
Grove's school district will have 
next school year 
 
90: Number of netbook 
computers at North Grove 
Elementary School the school 
district received through a state 
grant 
 
$744,844: Amount spent on 
multimedia classrooms at 
Center Grove for the past two 
years 
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be spent  
 
on 61 more multimedia 
classrooms at Center Grove in 

the fall 
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He can walk around the classroom with the board, called an interactive wireless tablet, in his hands and let 
students write on it as well. The school district is looking into bringing more digital boards to teachers, 
Bohnenkamp said. 
 
An advanced version of the tool lets teachers have several boards in class, so the teacher and student can work 
on the boards separately but have their work projected on the same LCD screen in quadrants, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
The portable chalkboard helps Center Grove Middle School Central math teacher Angie Marsh respond to 
students' questions more effectively. Math teachers typically are tied to their chalkboard or projector in class and 
have to move back and forth to troubleshoot problems, Marsh said. 
 
"When they need help, I'm right there and not at the front of the room," Marsh said. 
 
Wooton can carry around a wireless keyboard and mouse, which he uses to browse the Internet and do research 
on the LCD screen each student can see, because his computer is wirelessly connected to the screen.  
 
Or he can go to the digital presenter, which is a more advanced version of the projector without the hum of the 
projector's fan. Instead of writing on a projector's flat glass panel with a marker, teachers place a piece of paper 
under the light, which projects anything written on the paper to the screen. 
 
"I have all that at my fingertips. It's a fairly wireless environment that I'm in," Wooton said. "There's still times when 
I'll use the blackboard. But more and more, it's just that I have another tool, another dimension in my classroom."  
 
The goal of the multimedia classrooms is to get students, who already are technologically savvy, more engaged in 
their education, Bohnenkamp said. The school district assesses the multimedia classrooms by surveying the 
teachers on how engaged the students are and how often the devices are used, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
"They just take to it like a duck to water. They totally understand how this media can be used in the classroom," 
Wooton said. 
 
Not all classrooms will be multimedia-equipped, Bohnenkamp said. For example, a special education classroom 
used for small-group instruction that isn't used daily wouldn't need all the technological devices teachers in a 
larger room would need, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
The district's goal is to make all classrooms that need multimedia equipment multimedia classrooms, and school 
officials are about halfway there, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
Other school districts have their own versions of multimedia classrooms.  
 
Franklin's school district has LCD projectors in classrooms, with various forms of technology, technology director 
Matt Sprout said. 
 
For example, a high school science class can use a device that projects what one microscope is magnifying onto 
the whiteboard, Sprout said. 
 
A popular device among special education teachers at Franklin is called a mimio, which is a pen that turns the 
light from a projector onto a board into markings, Sprout said. The teacher will project the light onto the 
whiteboard, and students can get up out of their chairs and write or draw as they please with the pen, Sprout said. 
 
Once the teacher turns off the light, the markings go away. 
 
At Clark-Pleasant schools, every classroom is equipped with LCD screens, which can show what teachers are 
doing from their computer to the entire class, technology director Jim White said. At Pleasant Crossing 
Elementary School, classrooms are amplified, so students can hear their teachers, who also can wear clip-on 
microphones to magnify their voice. 
 
"You try to look at the needs, prescribe and move forward knowing there is only so much money to go around and 
toys to purchase," White said.  
 
The classroom may change drastically each few years, but the core content stays the same, Marsh said.  
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"The content is the same and set by standards, but the presentation of those standards is completely different," 
she said. 
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